Gene P. Hamilton  
Senior Counselor to the Secretary  
U.S. Department of Homeland Security

From: Neumann, Elizabeth  
Sent: Saturday, September 2, 2017 6:55 PM  
To: Wolf, Chad; Hamilton, Gene; Hoffman, Jonathan; Maher, Joseph; McCament, James W; Peto, Briana; Nealon, James  
Cc: Lapan, David  
Subject: RE: Q&A

+Jim and Briana – could you please provide Q’s you are receiving from international partners.
From: Wolf, Chad  
Sent: Saturday, September 2, 2017 6:47 PM  
To: Hamilton, Gene; Hoffman, Jonathan; Maher, Joseph; Neumann, Elizabeth; McCament, James W  
Cc: Lapan, David; Wolf, Chad  
Subject: RE: Q&A

ICE already has the information. There is no way to take that back

Gene P. Hamilton  
Senior Counselor to the Secretary  
U.S. Department of Homeland Security

From: Hoffman, Jonathan  
Sent: Saturday, September 02, 2017 6:25:40 PM  
To: Hamilton, Gene; Maher, Joseph; Neumann, Elizabeth; McCament, James W  
Cc: Lapan, David; Wolf, Chad  
Subject: RE: Q&A
Gene P. Hamilton  
Senior Counselor to the Secretary  
U.S. Department of Homeland Security

From: Wolf, Chad  
Sent: Saturday, September 02, 2017 6:46:42 PM  
To: Hamilton, Gene; Hoffman, Jonathan; Maher, Joseph; Neumann, Elizabeth; McCament, James W  
Cc: Lapan, David  
Subject: RE: Q&A

[Redacted]

[Redacted]

Chad F. Wolf  
[Acting] Chief of Staff  
Department of Homeland Security

From: Hamilton, Gene  
Sent: Saturday, September 2, 2017 6:27 PM  
To: Hoffman, Jonathan; Maher, Joseph
ICE already has the information. There is no way to take that back

Gene P. Hamilton
Senior Counselor to the Secretary
U.S. Department of Homeland Security

From: Hoffman, Jonathan
Sent: Saturday, September 02, 2017 6:25:40 PM
To: Hamilton, Gene; Maher, Joseph; Neumann, Elizabeth; McCament, James W
Cc: Lapan, David; Wolf, Chad
Subject: RE: Q&A

Thanks for taking a look.

From: Hamilton, Gene
Sent: Saturday, September 2, 2017 6:22 PM
To: Hoffman, Jonathan; Maher, Joseph; Neumann, Elizabeth; McCament, James W
Cc: Lapan, David; Wolf, Chad
Subject: RE: Q&A

I will get on this in a bit. But real quick, USCIS and ICE already share information about DACA beneficiaries. There's no way to stop that.
Gene P. Hamilton

Senior Counselor to the Secretary

U.S. Department of Homeland Security

From: Hoffman, Jonathan

Sent: Saturday, September 02, 2017 6:19:44 PM

To: Hamilton, Gene; Maher, Joseph; Neumann, Elizabeth; McCament, James W

Cc: Lapan, David; Wolf, Chad

Subject: Q&A

Looking through the CIS Q&A. Attached with edits.

Gene – can you take the first crack. They appear to be in a good place generally with a few issues.

A couple issues:
Other than that I think it reflects the memo pretty closely. Would like to get it to the WH tomorrow afternoon to get clearance.

Jonathan

Jonathan Rath Hoffman
Office of Public Affairs
Department of Homeland Security
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